BMPs for Maintaining Tallow Drums

**DO** place Tallow Drums:
- On flat, paved surface
- Away from storm drains
- In secondary containment which includes; trash enclosures with berm, drip pans with over head coverage or enclosed containment bins.

**Each time, DO:**
- Secure and lock lids
- Clean up any spills immediately

**Contacts:**
For assistance with spills greater than 1 quart call your housing building manager:
Glen Cartwright: (650) 704-8726
Jim Olsen: (650) 444-5972
Matt Geenen: (650) 333-6374

For releases to storm drains have building manager contact the Stanford Water Department:
(650) 723-2281

Help with BMPs/Training call:
Utilities Environmental Quality:
Julia Nussbaum: (650) 723-9747

Updated 8.5.14
What **NOT** to Do

- Do not place Tallow Drums next to storm drains
- Do not place items on top of or leaned against Tallow Drums
- Do not leave Tallow Drum lids open or unlocked

*Updated 8.5.14*